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FOREWORD

In récent years, problems relating to human settlements hâve been given increasing attention throughout the
world. Thèse problems are very complex and their solution requires close co-operation with specialists in many
disciplines. Many of thèse problems relate to the meteorological and other environmental aspects of housing and
building, and WMO has therefore given spécial attention to thèse aspects.
The présent survey of the state of knowledge in the application of climatology to the problems of housing
and building has been prepared by Professor Page, who has been involved for many years in the problems of
building climatology in various climatic zones. It has been prepared as a contribution by WMO to the overall efforts
of the United Nations Environment Programme in the field of human settlements and with particular référence to
the United Nations Conférence on Human Settlements.
I should like to take this opportunity of expressing to Professor Page my appréciation for having produced
this valuable Technical Note which will constitute a major contribution to the literature in this field. It is also a
pleasure to acknowledge the support provided to WMO by the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
in this project.

D. A. Davies
Secretary-General

SUMMARY

For several reasons building climatology is beginning to assume great importance. Human settlements in
récent years hâve tended to be designed without adéquate considération of environmental factors. In poorer communities this situation has produced unnecessary hardship and suffering especially from heat and cold. In richer
communities unnecessarily large amounts of energy hâve had to be dissipated to control the indoor environment by
artificial heating and cooling. This in turn has added to the overall pollution loads on the environment. The rise in
energy demands in buildings has been especially marked in developed countries. Extravagant designs, poorly related
to local climatic impacts, hâve been adopted and the buildings are heavily glazed and poorly insulated. This situation
has led to an increasing rate of wastage of resources. At the same time insufficient attention has been given to the
design of the outdoor spaces around buildings which are so important for human welfare. Tall buildings hâve disturbed the microclimate adversely. Considérations of transport hâve tended to dominate urban outdoor design, and
little effective considération has been given to the needs of people. Outdoor space adds to indoor space, and if its
design is well conceived and environmentally compatible with human needs, such space can help reduce the stresses
of living in overcrowded or small dwellings, which is the lot of the majority of mankind.
Recently there has been a marked rise in interest in making effective use of ambient energy in buildings,
especially solar energy and wind energy. Considérable knowledge of building climatology is essential if effective use
is to be made of resources of natural energy in buildings, though thèse issues will not be explored in détail in this
Note because they are being examined in fuller détail elsewhere. Pollution issues in human habitat are also now
accepted as being critical, and again clear understanding of building climatological principles is essential in the proper
considération of the disposai of atmospheric wastes from buildings.
While building climatology is primarily concerned with the physical environment of human habitat both in
and around buildings, there are other important facets of the subject, such as the durability of materials and the
planning of construction projects.
It is a fïeld in which meteorologists can serve the important day-to-day needs of ordinary people and help
contribute to their well-being, especially by aiding building designers to make décisions which take better account
of climate. However, in order to contribute, the meteorologist must first understand the nature of the building
process and recognize precisely how his data might best fit in with the design process. It is basically a collaborative
science involving the building design professions, the building construction professions and meteorologists. It provides
a challenge to meteorologists to enter into interactive arrangements involving dialogues with other specialists.
This report attempts to discuss the systematics of building climatology in relation to building design. Chapter 1
attempts to outline the gênerai scope of building climatology. Chapter 2 provides a detailed analysis of the météorologiste contribution to the improvement of the safety of buildings exposed to weather extrêmes of one kind or
another. Chapter 3 describes systematic processes for hamessing meteorological data into the actual building design
and construction process. It assumes, as a fundamental requirement, that it is important to work out how best to
achieve an appropriate balance between human needs and the human environment, conceived hère of course in
physical terms. Stress is laid on the normal séquence of the building design process and the need to design outdoor
spaces carefully to complément the indoor spaces, for both are inter-related. Chapter 4 provides detailed information
about physical environmental criteria for assessing human needs in and around buildings. Finally, Chapter 5 gives
more spécifie information on selected detailed aspects of building climatology. No attempt has been made to provide
a systematic bibliography. Références hâve been selected primarily to help urbanists and meteorologists find some
key références that can get them started working on and giving advice on spécifie meteorological aspects of buildings.

SUMMARY

Of course WMO has already been actively engaged in promoting interest in this field, collaborating with the
World Health Organization (WHO) and the International Council for Building Research Studies and Documentation
(CIB) for example, and organizing important international gatherings on building climatology. The proceedings
generâted by thèse earlier symposia should be considered as the key documents in the field, bringing together, as
they do, the views of so many experts. Spécifie studies to help meteorologists hâve also been sponsored by CIB.
Clearly the key need is to integrate building climatology into the urban design process so that climatic design
becomes an intégral and necessary part of the process, and not a minor considération tacked onto the side. Until
building climatology is given a central rôle in urbanism, the urban physical environment will continue to deteriorate.
Many old cities designed hundreds of years ago were better designed climatically than our modem cities and future
progress may well demand relearning from the past to cope with rising world shortages of energy and materials in
more intelligent ways by harnessing climate as a key human resource in the design of settlements. The climate exists,
the issue is how to make proper use of it, and, simultaneously, how to cope safely with the hazards it sometimes
présents.

RÉSUMÉ

Pour plusieurs raisons, la climatologie appliquée à la construction commence à revêtir une grande importance.
Ces dernières années, on a eu tendance à concevoir les établissements humains sans tenir dûment compte des facteurs
liés à l'environnement. Dans les collectivités défavorisées, cette situation a provoqué des privations et des souffrances
inutiles dues en particulier à la chaleur et au froid. Dans les collectivités plus aisées, on a été amené à gaspiller des
quantités excessivement importantes d'énergie pour régler la température intérieure des bâtiments au moyen de
systèmes de chauffage et de réfrigération artificiels, ce qui a d'ailleurs occasionné un accroissement de la pollution
générale de l'environnement. L'augmentation de la demande d'énergie destinée à l'aménagement des bâtiments a été
particulièrement accentuée dans les pays développés. Des conceptions extravagantes, qui ne tenaient que faiblement
compte des conditions climatiques locales, ont été adoptées et l'on a construit des bâtiments comportant de nombreuses vitres et ayant une isolation médiocre. Cette situation a conduit à un gaspillage de plus en plus important de
ressources. En même temps, on accordait une attention très insuffisante à l'aménagement de l'espace extérieur
entourant les bâtiments qui a pourtant une si grande importance pour le bien-être de l'homme. La construction de
bâtiments trop élevés a perturbé défavorablement le microclimat. Des considérations de transport tendent à jouer un
rôle prédominant dans l'aménagement des espaces urbains extérieurs, et on a fait très peu cas des besoins des habitants. Les espaces extérieurs complètent les espaces intérieurs ; si leur aménagement est bien conçu et tient compte
des besoins de l'homme en matière d'environnement, ce genre d'espaces peut aider à atténuer les tensions qu'entraîne
la coexistence dans des logements surpeuplés ou exigus qui est le lot de la majeure partie de l'humanité.
Depuis une époque récente, on manifeste de plus en plus d'intérêt pour l'utilisation efficace de l'énergie
ambiante en matière de construction, notamment de l'énergie solaire et de l'énergie éolienne. Il est indispensable
d'avoir une très bonne connaissance de la climatologie appliquée à la construction si l'on veut utiliser efficacement
les ressources de l'énergie naturelle dans ce domaine. Cependant, ces questions ne seront pas étudiées en détail dans
la présente note car elles sont examinées de manière plus approfondie dans d'autres ouvrages. On reconnaît aussi
actuellement l'importance capitale des problèmes de pollution que pose l'habitat humain, et encore une fois une très
bonne connaissance des principes de la climatologie appliquée à la construction est indispensable si l'on veut résoudre
comme il convient la question de l'évacuation dans l'atmosphère des déchets provenant des bâtiments.
Certes, la climatologie appliquée à la construction a trait essentiellement à l'environnement de l'habitat
humain à l'intérieur et à l'extérieur des bâtiments, mais le problème comporte également d'autres aspects importants
tels que la durabilité des matériaux et la planification des projets de construction.
11 s'agit d'un domaine dans lequel les météorologistes peuvent aider à répondre aux besoins courants importants des habitants en général et contribuer à leur bien-être, notamment en aidant les architectes à adopter des
décisions qui tiennent mieux compte du climat. Toutefois, pour apporter une telle contribution, le météorologiste
doit tout d'abord comprendre la nature du processus de construction et étudier avec précision comment les données
dont il dispose pourraient le mieux servir à la conception des bâtiments. Il s'agit essentiellement d'une science qui
nécessite la collaboration des professionnels à la fois de la conception et de la construction des bâtiments et des
météorologistes. Pour mener à bien cette tâche, les météorologistes doivent tout mettre en oeuvre pour amorcer et
maintenir le dialogue avec les autres spécialistes.
Le présent rapport vise à examiner la méthodologie de la climatologie appliquée à la conception et à la
construction des bâtiments. Le premier chapitre s'efforce de définir la portée générale de la climatologie appliquée
à la construction. Le chapitre 2 procède à une analyse détaillée de la contribution apportée par les météorologistes
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RÉSUMÉ

à l'amélioration de la sécurité des bâtiments exposés à des conditions météorologiques extrêmes. Le chapitre 3 décrit
les méthodes à suivre pour appliquer les données météorologiques à la conception et à la construction des bâtiments,
en partant du principe qu'il est fondamental de trouver le meilleur moyen d'établir l'équilibre nécessaire entre les
besoins de l'homme et de son environnement proprement dit. Il met l'accent sur le déroulement normal du processus
de construction des bâtiments et sur la nécessité d'aménager avec soin des espaces extérieurs de manière qu'ils
complètent harmonieusement les espaces intérieurs puisque ces deux types d'espaces sont étroitement reliés l'un à
l'autre. Le chapitre 4 contient des informations détaillées sur les critères écologiques à appliquer pour évaluer les
besoins de l'homme à l'intérieur et à l'extérieur des bâtiments. Enfin, le chapitre 5 donne des informations plus
précises sur certains aspects détaillés de la climatologie appliquée à la construction. L'ouvrage ne comporte pas de
bibliographie systématique. Les références ont été choisies principalement pour aider les urbanistes et les météorologistes à trouver certaines références fondamentales qui pourraient les aider à instaurer une collaboration et à se
donner réciproquement des conseils sur des aspects précis de la météorologie appliquée à la construction.
Bien entendu, l'OMM s'est déjà attachée à susciter de l'intérêt dans ce domaine en collaborant, par exemple,
avec l'Organisation mondiale de la santé (OMS) et le Conseil international du bâtiment pour la recherche, l'étude et
la documentation (CIB), et en organisant des réunions internationales importantes sur la climatologie appliquée à la
construction. Les procès-verbaux de ces colloques devraient être considérés comme des documents clés dans ce
domaine puisqu'ils permettent de connaître l'opinion de très nombreux experts. Des études précises visant à aider
les météorologistes ont également été effectuées sour l'égide du CIB.
De toute évidence, il importe surtout d'intégrer la climatologie appliquée à la construction dans les projets
d'urbanisme afin que les facteurs climatiques deviennent une partie intégrante et nécessaire de la construction et
soient dûment pris en considération. Tant que la climatologie appliquée à la construction ne jouera pas un rôle central dans l'urbanisme, l'environnement urbain continuera à se détériorer. Nombre d'anciennes villes conçues il y a plusieurs siècles étaient mieux conçues, sur le plan climatique, que nos cités modernes, et, pour accomplir des progrès à
l'avenir dans ce domaine, il conviendrait peut-être de se tourner vers le passé pour faire face à la pénurie croissante
d'énergie et de matériaux dans le monde d'une manière plus intelligente, en considérant le climat comme une ressource humaine de première importance dans la planification des établissements humains. Le climat est une réalité
et la question qui se pose est de savoir comment l'utiliser au mieux, et, en même temps, comment affronter sans
dommage les risques qu'il comporte parfois.
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RESUMEN

Por diversas razones la climatologia de la construcciôn esta adquiriendo gran importancia. En los ûltimos
anos existe la tendencia de proyectar los asentamientos humanos sin una considération adecuada de los factores
ambientales. En las comunidades pobres esta situation ha producido privaciones y sufrimientos innecesarios, especialmente debidos al calor y el frio. En las comunidades ricas se han tenido que malgastar innecesariamente grandes cantidades de energia para controlar el ambiente interior mediante calefacciôn y réfrigération artificiales. Ello a su vez ha
contribuido a aumentar la contamination gênerai del medio ambiente. El aumento de las necesidades de energia en
los edifïcios ha sido especialmente importante en los paises desarrollados. Se han realizado construcciones extravagantes, escasamente relacionadas con las condiciones climâticas locales, y los edifïcios presentan excesiva superficie
acristalada y escaso aislamiento. Esta situaciôn ha tenido por consecuencia un derroche cada vez mayor de recursos.
Al mismo tiempo se ha prestado atenciôn insuficiente a los espacios exteriores situados alrededor de los edifïcios,
tan importantes para el bienestar humano. Edifïcios de gran altura influyen adversamente sobre el microclima. El
diseno urbano exterior ha tendido a estar dominado por consideraciones de transporte y se han tenido escasamente
en cuenta las necesidades de los individuos. Los espacios exterior e interior forman un todo y si estân bien disenados
y son ambientalmente compatibles con las necesidades humanas pueden contribuir a reducir las tensiones derivadas
del hecho de vivir en alojamientos atestados o excesivamente pequefios, circunstancias comunes a la mayoria de la
humanidad.
Recientemente se ha registrado un notable aumento del interés por la utilizaciôn eficaz de la energia ambiente
en los edifïcios, especialmente las energias solar y eôlica. Para utilizar eficazmente los recursos de la energia natural
en los edifïcios son precisos considérables conocimientos de la climatologia de la construcciôn, si bien en la présente
nota no se estudian detenidamente estas cuestiones porque ya se hace en otro lugar. Actualmente se admite asimismo
la importancia capital de la contaminaciôn en el habitat humano y también en este caso es imprescindible un claro
conocimiento de los principios de la climatologia de la construcciôn para un estudio adecuado de la élimination de
los desechos atmosféricos de los edifïcios.
Si bien la climatologia de la construcciôn se refïere principalmente al ambiente fisico del habitat humano,
tanto dentro como alrededor de los edifïcios, el tema présenta también otros importantes aspectos, taies como la
duraciôn de los materiales y la planification de los proyectos de construcciôn.
Se trata de una esfera en la que los meteorôlogos pueden contribuir a atender las importantes necesidades
cotidianas del individuo ordinario y su bienestar, especialmente ayudando a los constructores a adoptar decisiones en
las que se tenga mejor en cuenta el clima. No obstante, para ello es preciso en primer lugar que el meteorôlogo comprenda el caracter del proceso de construcciôn y entienda perfectamente como la information que proporciona
puede incorporarse de manera ôptima al proceso de construcciôn. Se trata bâsicamente de una colaboraciôn entre el
profesional encargado de proyectar el edifïcio, el profesional encargado de construirlo y el meteorôlogo. La participation de este ûltimo en actividades que requieren el diâïogo con otros especialistas constituye una tarea muy interesante.
En el présente informe se intenta examinar la sistemâtica de la climatologia de la construcciôn en relaciôn
con la proyecciôn de edifïcios. En el Capitulo 1 se intenta esbozar el âmbito gênerai de la climatologia de la construcciôn. En el Capitulo 2 se analiza detenidamente la contribuciôn del meteorôlogo al mejoramiento de la seguridad
de los edifïcios expuestos a extremos climatolôgicos de cualquier tipo. En el Capitulo 3 se describen los procesos
sistemâticos para integrar los datos meteorolôgicos en el proceso real de diseno y construcciôn de edifïcios. Como
exigencia fundamental se admite la importancia de determinar de manera ôptima un equilibrio adecuado entre las
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necesidades humanas y el medio humano, desde luego concebido en términos fisicos. Se hace hincapié en el desarrollo
normal del proceso de diseno de edifîcios y en la necesidad de proyectar cuidadosamente los espacios exteriores para
completar los espacios interiores, ya que ambos estân interrelacionados. En el Capitulo 4 se proporciona detenida
informaciôn acerca de los criterios fisicos ambientales destinados a evaluar las necesidades humanas en y alrededor de
los edifîcios. Finalmente, en el Capitulo 5 se proporciona informaciôn mas concreta acerca de determinados aspectos
de la climatologia de la construcciôn. La bibliografia no prétende ser sistemâtica. Las referencias se han escogido
ante todo para ayudar a urbanistas y meteorôlogos a encontrar algunas referencias clave que les permitan iniciar su
labor y prestar consejo sobre aspectos meteorolôgicos concretos de la construcciôn.
Desde luego, la OMM ya ha participado activamente en fomentar el interés por esta esfera, por ejemplo mediante
colaboraciones con la Organizaciôn Mundial de la Salud (OMS) y el Consejo Internacional de Investigaciones Estadisticas y Documentaciôn sobre la Industria de la Construcciôn (CIB), y organizando importantes reuniones internacionales sobre climatologia de la construcciôn. Los documentos producidos en esos primeras coloquios deben considerarse como documentos clave en esa esfera, ya que en ellos fîguran las opiniones de gran numéro de expertos. El CIB
también ha patrocinado estudios concretos para ayuda de meteorôlogos.
Evidentemente la necesidad fundamental es integrar la climatologia de la construcciôn en el proceso de diseno
urbano, de modo que el diseno climâtico se convierta en parte intégrante y necesaria del proceso, y no en consideraciôn secundaria marginal. El medio fisico urbano seguirâ deteriorândose en tanto el urbanismo no reconozca una
funciôn capital a la climatologia de la construcciôn. Muchas ciudades antiguas, construidas hace siglos, estân mejor
disenadas climâticamente que nuestras ciudades moderna, y en el futuro es muy posible que debamos inspirarnos del
pasado para hacer frente de manera mas inteligente al creciente déficit mundial de energia y materiales, aprovechando el clima como recurso humano capital en el diseno de asentamientos. El clima existe, la cuestiôn es cômo
aprovercharlo adecuadamente y, al mismo tiempo, hacer frente con seguridad a los peligros que a veces présenta.

CHAPTER 1

THE SCOPE OF BUILDING CLIMATOLOGY

1.1

The signifîcance of climate in building

Weather affects the safety, comfort, and performance of buildings. Therefore the study of building climatology is important in any systematic approach to building design. Weather is also critical in the rational planning
of the construction process, which is an industrial process carried out to a considérable extent in the open air, often
at reiatively great heights (1). Building ciimatological studies are concerned with an interactive situation, involving
both the influence of the weather on the building and the influence of the building on the weather in the spaces
round that building (2).

Climate of région

Urban climate

Site
climate 1

Building 1

Site
climate 2

Building 2

Site
climate 3

Building 3

Figure 1 - The interactive nature of building climatology and urban climatology is important. The building affects the climate of the
site, and the climate of the site affects the building. The climatic impacts of buildings on their sites affect the urban climates, and
there are interactions between sites to consider as well.

The scale of buildings is so large that they are important climatic modifiers in their own right ;for example,
tall buildings may produce severe overshadowing of quite large areas of ground, or bring air down from reiatively
high levels to street level, setting up adverse conditions for pedestrians.
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The weather round any buildingcomplexsetinawiderurban environment is modified by that wider complex.
The study of urban climatology thus forms an essential complément to the study of building climatology (3). Urban
climatology might bc defincd as the study of the climate of the total statistical asscmbly of buildings and other
urban artefacts forming a comprehensive urban system,in contrast with building climatology, which may be defined
as the study of the climatology of individual buildings (including components and cléments) in relation to tlieir
individual sites and surroundings (4).
Building climatology is an applicd branch of meteorology. It lias been developed to aid décision making in
building design and in building construction. Buildings are normally designed by postulating alternative design
solutions on a dravving board, and then exploring the probable properties of thèse various conceptual solutions in
relation to the desired outcomes, using suitable relationship functions to dérive the physical properties of the various
proposed solutions in response to the various input variables such as the weather. Weather design data can only be
systematically used in design, if suitable quantitative relationship functions linking the weather design variables and
the building design variables are available.
It is the function of research in building climatology to clucidate the relationship between weather and
design, and, if possible, to establish suitable mathematical relationship functions, so that building design can proceed
on the basis of a reliablc prédiction of the future response of the building to the statistically predicted climatological
inputs. Building climatology, considered as a descriptive science indicating the properties of particular buildings
which hâve already been constructcd, is of little systematic value to the designer, who is concerned with the properties of an artefact to be created in the future, which, by définition, cannot be studied in the présent except by
gênerai prédictive models, either theoretical or expérimental. Since one is dealing with weather events in the future,
appropriate statistical descriptions of the présent climate are needed to make appropriate statistical décisions about
the probable future outeomes. Unless one can predict the meteorological response of a building before construction,
it is too late, as buildings are very expensive to re-construct, and, except in spécial fields, such as mass housing. it is
not possible to construct prototypes for detailed climatological study in view of the enormous costs involved.

1.2

Architectural décision making in relation to urban climatology

The architect's primary job is to serve his particular client, and, climatologically, he is concerned with the
optimization of the design of particular buildings for the client within the constraints set by a particular site. The
decision-making process, from the climatological point of view, is concerned with assessing the influence of climate
in the sélection of the désirable shape and orientation of the building and also with the required properties ot'the
various enclosing membranes (5). The architect must also be concerned with the influence of the selected building
on the external climate of his client's site, and on other buildings owned by the client (2). Studies of external environmental modifications, e.g., ground insolation, wind channelling, etc., are therefore important, as well as the study
of the impact of climate on the building itself. It is also désirable that the climatological effects on adjacent sites
belonging to others should be considered as well. It is the function of urban planning régulations to require prjper
considération of such wider interactions.
In architectural décision making, the designer always cornes up against the circular nature of the environmental problem in building climatology. In the traditional approach to design, the architect treated the environment
formed by existing buildings on adjacent sites as fixed, and then based his site assessment on the properties of that
existing environment, making the assumption that the particular building under design was the only variable under
considération. An attempt could then be made to optimize the design of the building climatologically and peiceptually so that it related to its wider environment, which effectively was considered permanent. Thus the fundamcntal
assumption in traditional design was that the rate of environmental change on adjacent sites was effectively /.ero.
The rapid speed of contemporary urban development with its high replacement rates lias completcly undermined
this traditional concept, and the surrounding environment is not now invariant with time. A design which is clima-
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tologically suitable for one set of buildings standing on adjacent sites may become far less suitable for another set
standing there. The architect thus faces the need to project his climatological assessments forward towards future
urban forms, and not just to consider présent urban form.
The circular nature of the design problem becomes particularly obvious in the design of System- or factorybuilt buildings. The layout of the différent units of the building System détermines the environment of the individual
dwelling in that System. The design of any dwelling has to proceed on the assumption that the environment is known,
but the design of the dwelling being designed and its layout in the System détermine the climatological environment
for which it has to be designed.
While the architect must assess the environment of his own site, it is désirable that he should examine the
effect of his activities on the environment of adjacent sites. Any building must hâve some impact on the climate of
adjacent sites. The impact is usually greatest on the most proximate sites, and, in assessing such impacts, attention
must be given to the directional nature of many climatological inputs, e.g., winter overshadowing in relation to solar
direction. The wider community normally finds it necessary to protect itself against unrestrained décision making
by individuals owning particular sites, and society lays down a set of legally binding constraints designed to regulate
the impact of new buildings on the environments of their adjacent sites. Such régulations also attemptto prevent land
uses arising which either are incompatible with the wider aims of society and/or which conflict with the zoning
arrangements established on environmental planning grounds in the interest of the wider community. Such légal
constraints on the range of socially acceptable décisions are necessary to ensure that client and architect do face up
to their wider social responsibilities. Rights of light, for example, hâve existed since Roman times. Unfortunately,
légal rules usually hâve to be relatively simple to be workable. They are often scientifically crude. There is always an
important distinction between what is legally acceptable and what is environmentally désirable. The pressures on
land often force the issue towards the minimum standards accepted by the law. Climatologists should note, however, that thèse apparently simple rules are of fundamental significance because they détermine the range of acceptable forms lying within the rules, and therefore influence the local climates likely to corne about. Unfortunately the
légal rules governing urban form were often established when urban environmental problems were relatively poorly
understood. Therefore they should be considered as a subject requiring critical re-examination from the meteorological point of view. There are other sets of environmental rules fixed on considérations of health ; the link between
the drafted rules and health, however, is often obscure, some being based on ill-founded médical beliefs of the midnineteenth century. Such rules affect built form and therefore local urban climates.
1.3

Economie aspects of building climatology

The économie aspects of building climatology are important, and, in view of the complexity of the climate
around buildings, the costs of providing more elaborate meteorological data hâve to be balanced against the improvements in design and the savings they make possible. Only some aspects of building design are weather sensitive.
Russo et al. (6), for example, estimated that about 45 per cent of the actual costs of construction in the U.S.A. were
weather sensitive. Therefore the basic économie problem is to décide what savings in cost can resuit from the application of better meteorological data to the design and/or construction process. In other words, one has to evaluate the
précise changes in the design or construction process which might resuit from improved knowledge of building climatology, and compare the savings from such changes with the cost of providing and using the necessary additional
basic meteorological data. Valko has reviewed existing data in this field (7). Russo's team in the U.S.A. suggested,
for example, that 1.25 per cent of the costs in the weather-sensitive section of construction could be saved by
improved meteorological information. The conséquent cost/benefït ratio was estimated to be 140:1. A similar cost/
benefit ratio estimate from the Fédéral Republic of Germany was 80:1 (8). Estimâtes made by the heating and ventilating industry of Switzerland indicated a cost/benefit ratio of 400: 1 for obtaining improved weather data in this
field, which is particularly weather sensitive on the design side. While the percentage savings are small, the total
savings can be very large due to the huge scale of the construction industry. The average losses to contractors in the
U.K. due to adverse weather were recently estimated at £54 million in an average year, and in a bad year (1962/63 - an
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exceptionally cold year) they rose to £180 million. Sûssenberger in the Fédéral Republic of Germany estimated that
the annual saving possible in the construction industry by using improved weather data was about four times the
total annual budget of the Deutscher Wetterdienst. Such figures would appear to justify a higher investment in building climatology by Meteorological Services than most countries seem to afford at présent.
1.4

Concept of a weather-desâgn value in building climatology

A meteorological input to a design process may be called a weather-design value. The sélection of a weatherdesign value from a set of statistical data frequently involves an important décision about time averaging of the basic
meteorological data, which is linked to the physical form of the relationship functions used. This requires engineering knowledge about the time response of the différent parts of the building System to a given set of meteorological
inputs. For example, in wind loading, some components of a building may fail over a very short period of time (e.g.,
a glass window) while overall structural failure due to overturning may take a far longer time. Différent meteorological averaging periods are appropriate for différent types of failure. In some problems the response of the building
may be so fast that the time response characteristics of standard meteorological instruments may be too long, so it
is important to know the response characteristics of any meteorological instruments used. In other problems, the
response of the building is very slow. For example, in winter the thermal response of a heavy building to changes of
external température may be 24 hours or more. In such circumstances it is appropriate to use daily mean température-distribution data rather than hourly mean température data (9). The best averaging period to adopt can be
settled only on engineering arguments.
Appropriate corrections hâve to be made to allow for the effects of height, and screen data may hâve to be
adjusted using suitable microclimatic indices so as to be représentative of conditions on the actual site (10). There
is unfortunately a lack of knowledge of vertical variations in the urban climate, which créâtes spécial difficulties in
the case of tall buildings.
Attempts hâve been made to indicate the meteorological information relevant to various aspects of building
climatology (11).
1.5

Types of engineering problem encountered in building climatology
There are three main classes of engineering problem in building linked with climate :
(a) Design against climatic failures ;
(b) Design to minimize any running costs dépendent on climatic factors, e.g., heating and cooling running
costs ;
(c) Planning for économie and safe construction in the face of adverse weather on the construction site.

1.6

Failure design - gênerai principles

Rational engineering design always involves balancing the risk of failure against the économie costs of avoiding failure. It is possible to reduce the risk of failure by over-design, but there is an économie penalty for doing this,
which is often substantial. The possibility of failure is always présent, due to factors such as unforeseen natural
disasters, human shorteomings in engineering knowledge and defects in the construction process and so on. The
engineer's responsibility is to make the probability of failure acceptably low. The décision about what is an acceptable risk can be reached only by hypothetically exploring, at the design stage, the various modes of failure in relation
to those climatological factors likely to produce such failures, using the best prédictive techniques available which can
be applied within the limited period of time and économie resources available for design. This involves a detailed
understanding of the various climatological inputs likely to produce failure, acting either singly or in combination.
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Modes of failure not anticipated and hence unexplored in design are frequently the undoing of the engineer
and architect in practice. The acceptability of the risk of a particular pattern of failure can be related only to the
conséquences of that failure. If the conséquences are serious, a suitably extrême value of the weather-design variable
will hâve to be selected and a safety factor will hâve to be added with its conséquent économie penalty of high
capital cost. If the conséquences are trivial, a shorter mean récurrence period can be used perhaps even without the
addition of a safety factor, and consequently there is a réduction in construction costs.
Failures normally resuit from extrême conditions, and designers, as already mentioned, are particularly
interested in the statistical prédiction of extrême climatological values.
1.7

Classes of climatological failure and statistical implications

A climatological failure may be defined as any event which leads to a design objective not being achieved due
to some climatological cause. It is important for a start to distinguish between réversible and irréversible failures.
The destruction of a building by a high wind is an example of an irréversible failure. A building being overheated
environmentally in a heat wave represents a réversible failure. However, cracking of a structure due to excessive
thermal expansion in the same heat wave is an irréversible failure. Very conservative design values hâve to be set in
the case of irréversible failures.
1.8

Destructive failures

The most important irréversible failures caused by meteorological factors are associated with wind and
floods, actingeither in isolation or in combination. In some countries snow and ice are also important. In the majority
of cases of failure, there is a serious risk of loss of life, and relatively high safety factors are mandatory, particularly
for wind. As discussed in Chapter2, meteorological design data for such purposes must be selected using a suitable
statistical method of extrême value analysis to give a prédiction that is realistic in relation to the risks. The mean
récurrence period selected has to be related to the risks involved. For example, in the U.K., a distinction is made in
design between draining rainwater at the eaves and from a valley gutter in the sélection of the design rates of rainfall.
In the former case failure merely leads to flooding of the ground outside, which usually has only slight conséquences.
Flooding of valley gutters, however, may be serious, because water may penetrate the building and cause heavy
damage. A mean récurrence period for overpouring of once per year is acceptable for most eave gutters, but once in
50 years is a more suitable value for valley gutters (12).
1.9

Climatological environmental failures (comfort failures)

A climatological environmental failure may be defined as a failure to achieve a specified indoor or outdoor
environmental condition under the impact of outside weather on the building. It is important to distinguish between
situations where the building fabric itself provides the main environmental regulatory control (for example, naturally
ventilated buildings in hot weather) and situations where internai environment is regulated by appropriate energy
inputs or outputs to produce a stable environment, e.g., heated buildings in winter and air-conditioned buildings
with cooling in summer.
In the first classof problem, the only approaches available are to optimize the internai climate for the defined
extrême conditions by using the properties of fabric to modify the inputs from the external climatological environment. In many cases it will not be possible to achieve comfort in extrême weather but only to minimize discomfort.
A badly designed building will be even more uncomfortable than a well-designed building, but neither may be
comfortable (13). The assessable économie pay-off for applying detailed climatological data to such problems is
small, for the outcome is improved human comfort, which is diffîcult to evaluate in économie terms. However, as
the degree of discomfort found in human habitations is so great, this is a very important field of study.
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In the second class of problem where environmental control Systems are available, the problem is to minimize
the capital and running costs of the environmental control Systems. In this case, there is a direct and assessable
économie penalty for over-design, for the plant and associated equipment hâve to be made much larger. If there is
under-design, the designer risks serious complaints about his compétence from the users suffering conséquent discomfort (Milbank and Harrington Lynn, 14). The issue of energy availability for operating such Systems has become
critical.
1.10

Failure to keep out weather

The design problem in achieving weather tightness is to design the external fabric in such a way that, even
allowing for movements and distortions of materials, the fabric still remains watertight. This is an interesting problem involving both the meteorological factors producing the mass transfer of précipitation to the outside surfaces,
and simultaneously the meteorological forces forcing water through gaps in the structure as it moves down the
surface. This is an example of a two-stage process in a building climatological failure, which requires two sets of
simultaneous complementary meteorological data to assess the design problem.
1.11

Failure of building materials due to climatological causes
Two broad types of failure may be classified :
(a) Mechanical and physical failures ;
(bj Chemical failures.

The field of weathering is a large subject, and too big to explore in détail in a brief review. Mechanical and
physical damage due to weather is usually associated with the patterns of energy transfer to the outside surfaces
which détermine the température régimes and hence the conséquent thermal and moisture movements in the materials. The concept of relative exposure is very important, and micrometeorological factors are of extrême significance.
In cold climates frost is especially important as a cause of mechanical damage, and rain followed by freezing températures is particularly critical. In hot climates, thermal expansion can be very critical.
Chemical détérioration is also important, especially for organic materials (15). The détérioration may be
photoactinic ; hère the différent radiation climates of differently orientated façades exert an important influence
on the relative rates of détérioration. Many plastics, asphalts, paints and bitumens are seriously affected by shortwave irradiation. The high-energy photons in the U-V and blue région of the solar spectrum tend to be particularly
destructive. The détérioration of metals often involves electrochemical considérations. Rain-water retained in cracks
and crevices helps accelerate corrosion due to electrolytic action, especially in polluted climates where the rainfall
may be very acid, with a high concentration of electrolytic salts of one kind or another. Corrosion of electrolytic
origin is very closely linked with atmospheric pollution and relative humidity. Close to the sea, sait carried inland
in storms can cause serious corrosion.
It is difficult to generalize about the climatological design data required for décision making in this field. The
mode of failure of a particular material must be known before the relevant climatological data can be selected.
Furthermore, the pattern of failure is often strongly linked to detailed features of the design which set up micrometeorological variations. The concept of exposure has always been of vital significance in the field of weathering,
although it has not always been very precisely defined in climatological terms.
Gross thermal movements and mechanical failure produced by frost attack are associated usually with
extrême climatological conditions. Photochemical détérioration is a continuous decay process and, hence, is more
closely linked with mean values of the relevant climatological variables. Différent climatological data are usually
required for the study of the weathering of each différent material.
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1.12

Design to minimize running costs due to climatological causes

The second major field of building climatology is concerned with the réduction of running costs of buildings.
This field has assumed greater prominence since the oil crisis. There are many engineering Systems where energy
demands and hence costs are linked with the exterior climatic inputs. Especially important are the heating, ventilation and lighting Systems, ail involving substantial energy inputs.
Lighting costs are linked with window design and the daylighting climate. The higher the level of natural
lighting, the lower the artificial lighting running costs. Daylight climatology has progressed a long way and has so
far been particularly associated with the study of overcast sky conditions in high-latitude climates (16). The extrême
value is zéro (no daylight) so, in this field, design levels of extemal illumination hâve to be selected from the available climatological data, so as to be statistically représentative of illumination levels during daylight hours in the
winter season. Lighting running costs can be assessed, if seasonal external illumination figures are available. Visual
aspects of sunlight in building are also important (17).
1.13

Building climatology in an operational context

The starting point in considering the application of building climatology to site planning must be to make
an analysis of the possible impact of the weather on the various processes. This impact will vary from one type of
building to another. One can then proceed to analyse statistically the probable impact of weather on différent opérations at différent seasons using appropriate climatological data. This implies a systematic analysis of the frequencies
of various critical combinations of weather conditions likely to interrupt the différent building processes. The main
difficulty lies in deciding the précise level of intensity of a meteorological event which will be likely to interrupt a
building process. For example, how long and how hard does it hâve to rain to produce a significant interruption of
outdoor site work? Relationship functionsare needed to establish links between weather and the response of workers
doing various jobs in that weather, but the factors which influence the human response are very complicated, such
as, for example, social motivation, pay Systems, quality of site management, etc.
The principle factors causing loss of production are low and high températures which affect personnel as
well as processes such as concreting, précipitation (especially heavy rain and snow), high winds which affect site
safety and crâne opérations, state of ground which is very important in earth-moving opérations, daylight availability
which détermines working hours in the absence of artificial lighting, and site artificial lighting costs, if artificial
lighting is provided.
Some problems on the site are concerned with long-term planning of the contract, and managers are therefore concerned with the statistical prédiction of the probable variations of the outdoor climate during the contract.
Other problems are concerned with short-term planning, for example safety against a particular high wind, protection of fresh concrète against frost, etc. Thèse are real-time problems, and systematic use of forecasts can be important for the safety and quality of work.
In cold climates, there may be serious unemployment in the building industry during winter. Climatic studies
can be important in helping to extend the building season, and so give better continuity of work to the labour force.
For this reason, a number of countries hâve put a lot of effort into climatological studies associated with winter site
conditions (18) and (19).
A fuller account of operational aspects of building climatology has been given by Page (1).
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CHAPTER 2

THE METEOROLOGISTE CONTRIBUTION TO THE SAFE DESIGN
OF BUILDINGS AGAINST EXTREME CLIMATIC LOADINGS

2.1

Introduction

This chapter on building climatology discusses the problem of providing better meteorological design information for structural loading purposes. The safe design of buildings against meteorological hazards must clearly be a
collaborative undertaking involving both engineering knowledge and detailed meteorological information. The
hazards include wind, snow, ice, hailstones and tornadoes. Close to the sea there are other hazards such as tidal
waves, etc. Account also has to be taken of earthquake risks but this is a geological rather than a meteorological
issue.
The two loading hazards discussed in détail in this chapter are wind acting in isolation and snow déposition
which is closely linked with wind as well. A great deal of research has been devoted to the wind loading problem in
récent years in windy countries such as the U.K. and Japan. World-wide damage and loss of life due to wind are
serious, especially in the hurricane zones. The problems of snow loading are important in high latitudes at ail levels
and in low latitudes in mountainous areas, but there is rather less évidence of severe économie losses due to damage
by snow. It is always necessary to study systematically how the weather factors actually create building loads. Such
information cannot be derived from simple meteorological observations. Spécifie studies are needed concerning
loading. For example, Swedish research has indicated that the snow loads used in design are frequently unrelated to
actual observed loads. Many snow-loading codes specify that steep pitched roofs should be designed for lower snow
loads than low pitched roofs, on the assumption that snow moves off steep roofs easily, but remains lying on low
pitched roofs. In practice, however, in the case of pitched roofs snow tends to be deflected by the wind due to the
aerodynamic eddying around the roof and deposits preferentially on the lee slope where it builds up, while, in
the case of a fiât roof, the wind tends to sweep the snow clear. The building climatologist, therefore, needs to
understand how the loads are created as a resuit of the meteorological inputs.
The use of excessively high design loads leads to a waste of resources as the building has to be made stronger
than it need be. On the other hand, if the loads are set too low, there is serious risk of damage to property and loss
of life. This chapter discusses in détail how design loadings can be established. It draws fairly heavily on récent U.K.
research, but the techniques suggested are globally applicable.
2.2

The engineering design process for assessing loads

The gênerai engineering design process itself must first be considered before one can discuss in détail the
meteorologist's spécifie contribution. The engineering design process which is needed to secure reasonable safety
to withstand meteorologically imposed loads involves a chain of inter-related décisions (1). Basically some structural
form has first to be postulated as a hypothetical solution to a particular construction problem. Then the meteorological loadings on this postulated form hâve to be derived for différent combinations of extrême weather likely to
cause failure in combination with other loadings such as the weight of the building itself and the weight of the
furniture. This in volves postula ting modes of failure in order to identify the meteorological loads associated with
each spécifie mode of failure. Thèse meteorological loadings are combined into appropriately selected adverse loading"
combinations with other loadings, both live loads and dead loads, and are then to be fed into a detailed structural
analysis to study conséquent stresses and deflections of the structure and its various components. The simplifications used in the analytical process may or may not introduce conservative éléments into the design at this stage.
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The predicted stresses are then compared with the permissible stresses in the materials being used in the structure.
Thèse permissible stresses may be set relatively highorlow according to the codes of practice conceming the strength
of materials used in the country concerned. The predicted deflections then are compared with the permissible
deflections of the various éléments. The design can then be modified, on the basis of the analysis, either to provide
additional strength, if required, or to reduce strength in the interest of economy, if there is surplus strength. A new
structural hypothesis has thus to be formulated, and the analysis recycled, until convergence takes place on an
acceptable range of solutions. It is the meteorologist's responsibility to supply reliable meteorological inputs to
this design process.

2.3

Codification of design Systems

The fundamental analysis is complex and, so far, in day-to-day use, especially in housing, fundamental
studies are carried out by experts to produce simple norms for everyday design.
Codifications of the design process hâve been made over long periods by officiai bodies such as the National
Standards Institute. Such standards attempt to provide a System of up-to-date inter-related design codes, each one of
which tends to cover one aspect of the necessarily interlinked and sequential building design process. Safety is partiy
covered, for example, by spécifie guidance on reasonable load factors, maximum permissible stresses and deflections
in structural design codes, and partiy by guidance on meteorological loads. Appropriately selected meteorological
data hâve to be fed into the first stage of the design process to estimate loads. This necessarily demands substantial
simplifications of very complex fluid dynamical situations (2). Thèse simplifications involve interlinking the aerodynamic effects on buildings placed in the considerably disturbed wind boundary layer flow characteristic of towns
witli available national meteorological data on extrême wind velocities measured over open ground in various parts
of the country at standard heights on sites usually placed outside towns.
It is hardly surprising, in view of the complexity of the problem, that formidable difficulties are often
encountered in reaching agreement in codifying bodies concerned with wind loading. Clearly the stage of complexitv
has been reached where codification on the traditional, relatively simple lines to which the building industry has
become accustomed in the past is becoming increasingly more difficult, especially now building forms hâve become
so diverse, and the three-dimensional nature of cities so complex. The difficulties of code revision in the U.K. hâve,
in fact, proved so formidable that the building industry often has to work with scientifically out-of-date meteorological codes for relatively long periods of time because of the difficulty of reaching agreement on code revisions.
The risks in practice hâve been small because the total design process has usually given a substantial safety factor.
While there is a lot to be said for having simple Sound rules in housing expressed in terms of norms, it is often
difficult to décide what thèse nonns should be.

2.4

Meteorological inputs to the design process — Concept of a weather-design value

A meteorological input to a design process may be called a weather-design value. Thom (3) has defined a
weather-design value as the magnitude of a meteorological variable which, when used in the design of an engineering
system, non-meteorological facts having been accounted for, jointly or independently, will assure with a given
probability that the System will meet adequately a set of prescribed design requirements. The choice of the meteorological variable dépends on assigned design conditions and on the prescribed value of the probability being surpassed.
Thom suggests that the assignment of the design requirements and the choice of the probability acceptable are
clearly the building désignera responsibility, while the analysis to détermine the set of meteorological probabilités
containing the one chosen by the engineer, or from which lie can make a choice, is the responsibility of the meteorologist, who must use appropriate techniques of statistical climatological analysis. This approach makes the respective
responsibilities clear.
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TABLE I
Probability of the number of occasions in a 50-year and 20-year period on which a meteorological event is likely to equal or
exceed the 50-year mean récurrence value of that event

No. of occasions mean récurrence value
is equalled or exceeded

Probability over
50 years

Probability over
20 years

0.36
0.64
0.37
0.27
0.19
0.078
0.061
0.017

0.67
0.33
0.27
0.061
0.053
0.009
0.007
0.002

Not at ail
At least once
Once only
At least twice
Twice only
At least three times
Three times only
At least four times

TABLE II
Some selected values of mean récurrence periods used in loading studies in various countries

Country

Loading

Meteorological event

Mean récurrence period

U.K.

Wind

3-second gust at 10 m

Once in 50 years

France

Wind

0.92 of maximum gust recorded by
standard anem orne ter

Normal loadings three times per
1000 days
Extrême 1.75 X normal

U.S.A.

Wind

Fastest mile of wind

Once in 50 years

Canada

Snow

Max. ground snow depth + maximum
24 h rainfall for period when snow
depths are greatest

Once in 30 years

U.S.A.

Snow

Max. annual weight of snow pack on
ground expressed in depth of water

Not known

U.S.S.R.

Snow

Depth of snow and density of snow used
to détermine ground snow load

Approximately once in
10-15 years
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Concept of a mean récurrence period

The proper statistical description of rare events in climatology dépends on the use of the theory of extrême
value analysis, and a consistent statistical séries must first be selected (4). The description of rare events is usually
expressed in terms of the magnitude of a stated meteorological event that is likely to occur with a given probability
in a given year. For example, a mean récurrence period of once in 50 years has been widely adopted for wind loading
codes in the U.K. (5). There is a probability in any one year of 1 in 50 of thèse design values being exceeded, and
over a period of 50 years there is a probability of 0.64 that it will be exceeded at least once. There is also a probability of 0.36 that it will not be exceeded even once in 50 years. Table I gives the probability of the number of
years in a 50-year period and 20-year period in which the 50-year mean récurrence event, for example wind speed,
will be exceeded. It is the meteorologist's task to produce such statistical data. The engineer has then to sélect an
acceptable probability for the récurrence of that meteorological event over a stated period, considering both the life
of the structure and the practical conséquences of the meteorological design value associated with that probability
being exceeded.
Some recently used values of mean récurrence period for various aspects of meteorological loading design
are given in Table II.
2.6

Statistical techniques for estimating extrême values

Appropriate statistical techniques are available for deriving statistically based design values from a set of
extrême values. Thèse are normally based on annual maximum values of the weaker variable to obtain a proper
statistical séries. As weather varies from month to month, a set of monthly maxima from différent months in each
year does not form a consistent climatological séries for the purposes of extrême value analysis.* The précise form
of the distribution function for différent meteorological variables linked with safety has to be evaluated and made
explicit. For example, the form of the distribution function containing extrême values of wind, snow, etc., is not a
normal distribution. It is necessary to dérive the form of the distribution function to calculate extrême values on an
appropriate statistical basis. Thom (6) has found, in the U.S.A., that fitting the Frechet extrême value distribution
to annual extrême winds provides a satisfactory basis for obtaining design loads for wind. Russian research supports
the same approach for the U.S.S.R. The distribution function may be expressed in the form:

F(V) = exp-(?j-Y
where F gives the probability of the speed being less than V and B and Y are statistical parameters. The Gumbel
statistical method is another method that has been widely used (5), (7).
The predicted values obtained for the différent récurrence periods do not dépend only on the highest single
value on the record, the probable value of which is statistically dépendent on the length of the record at that station.
The longer one observes, the more likely one is to observe a high value of the relevant weather élément. At least 10
years data and preferably 20 years are needed to make reliable statistical prédictions. Using appropriate statistical
techniques, values may be predicted for selected mean récurrence periods. Ail records, of course, should first of ail
be reduced to a standard observing height of ten mètres. Given an adéquate data network it is then possible to map
the probable wind speeds for any stated mean récurrence period. The préparation of such maps is a very important
task and critical for assessing the safety of housing and other buildings.
2.7

The relationship between averaging time and wind velocity

Standard anemometers used by meteorological services can provide data about the gust structure of the wind
with a typical averaging period of about three seconds. Anemometers capable of more rapid response than standard
* An event such as a huiricane which occurs laiely will not form a consistent climatological séries if combined with annual values of
maximum winds due to othei causes.
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instruments show that gust velocities averaged over even shorter periods are still higher. The wind speed observed
is thus a function of the averaging time of the instrument. Research in the U.K. has shown that gust velocities are
only slightly affected by changes in terrain surface roughness, whereas the hourly wind speeds decrease and the ratio
of the gust speed to the mean wind speed increases as the roughness increases (8). In the U.K. the following values
are typical of the probable maximum wind speed averaged over time t to that averaged over one hour for open
country.
t

1 hour

10 min

1min

30 s

20 s

10s

5s

Vis

Ratio

1.00

1.06

1.24

1.33

1.36

1.43

1.47

1.59

In urban and city exposures the following values are représentative :
t

1 hour

1 min

30 s

10 s

3s

Ratio

1.00

1.45

1.60

1.80

2.00

The ratio of the maximum three-second gust speed to the mean speed for individual hours at the standard
10-m height is known as the "gust ratio". The lowest gust ratios are found over smooth ground, and the highest in
urban situations — the typical range of values in the U.K. is 1.46 to 2.11, the highest values being obtained on sites
affected by trees rather than in the centre of London, the lowest values being found over airfields or open country
sites. Three averaging periods are used for design in the UJC., three seconds for assessing the failure of components
such as Windows, five seconds for smaller buildings and fifteen seconds for structural failure of large structures.
2.8

The effect of local factors on wind loads

One fundamental difficulty in devising safe wind loading codes is the problem of predicting the influence of
the surrounding environment on the estimated loadings. Three scales of perturbation may be identified : perturbation due to topographical features; perturbation due to urban structure (i.e. other structures) ; and perturbation due
to the structure itself. Some crude knowledge exists about perturbations due to topographical features such as hills
and valleys and has, for example, been classified by B.R.E. (9). Knowledge of perturbations due to other buildings
is more scanty, though Wise, among others, has recently published some preliminary data in this field (10).
In the majority of situations, wind loads on structures situated close to the ground in the boundary layer in
an urban environment are less than those on buildings on less obstructed country sites where the surface drag is less.
There are urban situations, however, where strong funnelling may occur between buildings. Strong winds for example
can occur between tall slab blocks arranged in a Y formation (11). A small building standing in the gap can be very
heavily loaded. Our présent state of knowledge of the perturbations of local wind velocities due to urban building
form is poor, and hence it is difficult to suggest a safe way of taking account of réductions of wind velocity which
occur statistically around large numbers of building sites in towns. An added difficulty is that future changes of
urban form may produce marked loading changes in existing buildings many years ahead due to future perturbations
in the urban wind field. The interaction of buildings has been studied in more détail of late, and a summary of
récent knowledge on environmental wind has been published by the B.R.E. (12). The safe adoption of any code of
practice with substantial réductions for urban shelter effects must dépend on two essential facts :
(a) The capacity to predict accurately the local wind conditions with the development actually proposed ;
(b) A town planning policy which can ensure, with légal measures, a three-dimensional urban pattern which
prevents new development creating dangerously adverse wind loads on any existing structures designed
to reduced loading standards to take into account the urban shelter effects allowed for under (a).
While many engineers press strongly for such loading réductions to be made for urban situations to allow
for urban shelter effects, they hâve not demonstrated that the necessary conditions for public safety outlined above
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are fulfïlled. In the présent state of knowledge, there would seem to be no choice but to be relatively conservative
in the choice of the weather design variable, at least in ail areas of building design where risk to human life exists.

2.9

Allowances for height

It is an important task for the meteorologist to give guidance on local factors which may modify urban wind
speeds. Height corrections must be applied to allow for structure height. Thèse are normally related to ground cover
using an expression of the form

where Vz is the wind speed at height z, and ais an exponent depending on ground drag. The value of ais différent
for vertical variations of gust speed and vertical variations of mean wind speed. Typical values ofaare given in
Table III. Over urban areas allowance may be made for roof height using an expression of the form
Vz_= [z - h\*
Vk + W \ 1 0 /
where h is the effective height of the roof top level of the low buildings, out of which a taller building rises. This
implies putting the mean building height as the zéro plane displacement (13).

TABLE III
Relationship between typical observed values of a for high winds in the expression V2/Vl0 = (z/10) a
for différent types of terrain for gust speeds and hourly mean speeds based on Caton (8)

Terrain nature

a
forgusts

a
for hourly mean
wind speed

Smooth open country estuaries with little
obstruction to wind

0.080

0.14

Open country with scattered hedges
and trees

0.085

0.17

Suburban areas
Outskirts of large towns

0.090

0.22

Centres of larger towns*

0.090

0.23

* Values for centres of towns were related to a zero-plane approximately level with the roof tops and oc is very much
lower than the well-known values suggested by Davenport for city centres.
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Fundamental principles in the dérivation of engineering loads from basic meteorological data

The next stage in the process is the attempt to dérive meteorological loadings related to such weather-design
values, after corrections to allow for local topographie effects and for height. In order to dérive the estimated loads
on a proposed structure from basic meteorological data, one must hâve relationship functions to relate the engineering design load r L to the weather design variable fw. Thus, following Thom (3), the engineer needs to hâve available
reliable relationship functions of the form
'L = f('w)
where t^ is the derived applied load and fw is the weather design variable, expressed as a random variable with an
associated distribution function. fw may be multidimensional, e.g., wind velocities and related snow-fall rates. In
practice, a particular statistical value of r w is often chosen from ail the values, except when it will be exceeded with
a selected low probability. The designer thus sélects from the full set of statistical data.
The sélection of a design value of fw from a set of statistical data involves an important décision about time
averaging of the basic meteorological data, which is linked to the nature of the relationship function. One requires
engineering knowledge about the time response of the System to a given set of meteorological inputs. Some components of a building may fail over a very short period of time, for example a glass window may fail in a fraction of
a second, while overall structural failure due to overturning may take 15 seconds or more. Différent meteorological
averaging periods are appropriate for the two types of failure. The best averaging period to adopt for any particular
aspect of design can be settled only on engineering arguments. Spatial corrélations of the statistical values of r w at
différent points in space are also important for the design of large structures, e.g. only part of a large structure, such
as a bridge, may be immersed in an extrême gust. Thus large structures may be designed to lower average gust
velocities than small structures because a spatial intégration of design loads occurs over a large surface area. The
fundamental problem is to décide on the permitted réductions in relation to the scale of the structure.
The wind loads may be thought of as having two components, a steady component due to the average wind
speed and a dynamic component due to turbulence. Failures may occur due to dynamic oscillations when the time
response characteristics of the structure are in résonance with the temporal pattern of the meteorological loading
inputs. Such fluctuating loads may be externally generated in the oncoming wind flow pattern, or self generated
due to eddy shedding from the structure itself.
Tall structures such as masts constructed of materials with low internai damping such as steel are particularly
liable to fail due to such résonance effects, and furthermore may fail at relative low wind velocities if the rate of
shedding of eddies coincides with the résonant frequency of the structure. The meteorological loading relationship
functions become particularly complex in the case of such dynamic situations (14) which are considered too specialized for further discussion hère. However, housing structures usually fail in high winds due to simple loading.
2.11

The use of wind tunnels for load prédiction

In practice most building design proceeds on a non-dynamic basis using the concept of the équivalent static
load generated by a stated design wind velocity averaged over a stated period of time. Thus, in current standard wind
loading practice, the relationship function discussed previously takes the form :

p={K(p/g)V2
where p is the pressure applied at a given point of the structure, K is the local loading pressure coefficient, p is the air
density at the stated atmospheric pressure and température, g is the accélération of gravity and V is the selected
extrême wind velocity adjusted to the height of the structure and averaged over the selected period of time.
The local pressure coefficient relates the dynamic pressure
sign may be positive or négative.

^(P/S)^2

to the local pressure as a simple ratio. The
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Values of K are derived from wind-tunnel studies on models whose scales are small compared with the real
structures, using the assumption that, at least for bluff bodies, the value of K is approximately independent of
Reynolds number. Systematic tables may be built up by using a wind tunnel to détermine empirically the spatial
and temporal variations of K for a range of typical shapes of structures with the wind incident from a range of directions. Studies from a range of examples of typical building shapes can then be built up into systematic codified
sets of values of K. The application of this relationship function demands an adjustment in the weather-design
variable at standard height to allow for the actual height of the structure. The height selected has to be related to
the height used for assessing wind velocity in aerodynamic model tests. The ground roughness influences the vertical
correction. The designer can then compare the shape of his particular building with this comprehensive set of published examples, and interpolate a set of pressure coefficients to apply to his spécifie design and calculate the loads
using an appropriate averaging period for wind velocity. If the shape of his building is radically différent from the
set of examples in the codified tables, the designer has no choice but to guess conservatively or to seek spécial studies
of the new proposed shape in a wind tunnel to dérive scientifïcally reliable values. The responsibility for carrying
out this part of the task must lie with the building aerodynamicist.
Errors in estimated wind loadings can thus resuit from the use of inappropriate relationship functions, as well
as from incorrect sélection of the weather-design variable. A great deal of current building aerodynamic research
work centres on the dérivation and élaboration of the relationship functions and the study of the relationship
between full-scale and model tests. The U.K. Building Research Establishment for example has studied the relationship between full-scale wind loading and wind-tunnel wind loading in a tall building. This study has produced interesting results (15) which hâve shown that one important unknown factor in many designs is the précise permeability
of the structure. There is consequently a considérable lack of knowledge of internai pressures in buildings in times
of high wind and hence ignorance of the pressure drop across building éléments. Récent studies appear to indicate
that in perméable structures with opening Windows most of the pressure drop takes place across the windward wall
instead of being distributed uniformly between the windward and leeward wall. Further B.R.E. full-scale studies-are
being undertaken in a séries of inter-related low buildings (16). One there fore may state that our scientific knowledge
of wind relationship functions for full-scale buildings is still extremely scanty.
Our présent state of knowledge of the perturbations of local wind velocities due to urban building form is
poor, and hence it is difficult to suggest a safe way of taking into account those réductions in wind velocity which
occur statistically around large numbers of building sites in towns.

2.12

Snow loading relationship functions

The loading relationship functions for snow loading hâve been explored in a number of countries, especially
in Canada, the U.S.S.R. and Sweden. A very useful C.I.B. publication has put together Canadian and Russian expérience (17) while Swedish expérience has been summarized by Taesler (18) and Holmgren (19). The snow-loading
problem is a mass-transfer problem involving three éléments : rate of snow fall, wind velocity and direction. The
disturbed flow pattern around the building alters the direction of the snow flakes. The conséquent pattern of snow
déposition is therefore influenced by the shape of the building, the wind velocity and the free fall terminal velocity
of the flakes which is related to the size of the snow flakes. The history of the snow once deposited and hence the
cumulative build up over a winter dépend on factors such as standards of heating below, levels of roof thermal
insulation, the amount of wind, insolation from above and so on. It is important to study snow loads on actual
buildings to establish basic knowledge for différent areas. The approach used in snow loading in countries with
advanced snow-loading codes has become very similar to that used in wind loading. The ground snow depth is treated
as the weather variable, and suitable values of the ground snow load are fïrst obtained by extrême value analysis.
Appropriate décisions hâve to be made on the density of the snow, in order to convert observed ground depths to
weights. As snow gets older, it becomes denser. Canadian codes also add an appropriate extrême value for the weight
of spring rainfall which falls into the extrême snow cover. There are meteorological difficultés in measuring the
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ground snow cover in the présence of drifting, and Russian and Canadian expérience indicates a préférence for basic
meteorological depth measurements in clearings in evergreen woods, where drifting is less important, rather than in
more aerodynamically open country (17).
The ground snow load is then converted to a structural load, using appropriate loading relationship functions
derived from full-scale studies of actual snow accumulation on roofs, observed in relation to ground snow depths
and wind conditions. Thus the observed snow load is expressed as a ratio to the ground snow load, to obtain a snow
loading coefficient Cx using an expression of the form :

wA = cl WGL
where W^ is the observed snow load at a given point on the structure, R'GL ' S t n e corresponding observed ground
snow load. The snow loading coefficient C\ is physically dépendent on roof shape, wind velocity and snow
flakes terminal velocity. Once the engineering relationship functions hâve been established for différent building
shapes, one then can use them in combination with the weather-design variable to détermine the extrême loads for
différent parts of a territory. In practice, several différent cases may need examination using différent assumptions
about wind conditions, as the patterns of déposition vary so much with wind. Additional réductions are usually
allowed for aerodynamic effects, such as exposure to wind which helps reduce snow loading by causing the snow to
drift off the roof. However, this drifted snow from higher levels may move down, or be blown down, to adjacent
roofs at lower levels and cause excessive loads there. Aerodynamic detailing at the edges of roofs is important in
determining the actual degree of snow rétention under windy conditions. As snow loads can be very persistent in
cold climates, it is important for safety to study the structural effects of différent combinations of snow and wind
loads to identify the probable worst loading conditions. Particular care needs to be given to asymmetric loading risks.
This asymmetric loading is sometimes overlooked, but it often causes greater failure risks.
2.13

Ice loading

The problem of ice loading has become more prominent in récent years with the developments in télécommunication engineering. Great difficulties hâve been encountered in tall structures, especially télévision masts in
town centres. The safety of pedestrians has been at serious risk due to falling ice, and the structures themselves hâve
been at risk due to excessive ice loading, often cross linked with dynamic effects such as galloping of stays. The ice
loads which occur may be very asymmetrical, as the patterns of déposition of the ice may vary from one part of the
structure to another, the principle variables being height, shape and stay inclination, in relation to wind direction.
Three main mechanisms of ice formation may be identified :
fa) Glazing rain which occurs when supercooled rain is deposited on the structure ;
(b) Freezing sleet when snow is falling with some water présent, with an air température régime which
encourages freezing on impact into a solid mass ;
(c) Droplet impaction with supercooled droplets from clouds, leading to rime icing.
The latter is especially important with tall masts on hills. The nature of the conséquent deposits varies according
to whether the structure is rigid or can twist. Circular deposits normally occur on surfaces which can twist such as
cables, while spikes growing into the wind normally form on rigid structures. The conditions of déposition also
effect the type of deposit and its density. The détermination of the ice loads to be used in structural design is very
difficult. However, as more and more tall structures are built, the problems of assessing ice loading become more
critical, and spécial emphasis must be placed on rime icing from clouds. A tall mast in a freezing cloud layer faces
the same kind of problems which low flying aircraft encounter.
The problem of predicting the ice loads due to riming illustrâtes the great difficulties involved in separating
the meteorological variables from the engineering variables.The difficulties are so great that there has been a tendency
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to go for techniques of measurement which cross link the meteorological variables with the engineering variables
such as the rotating rod-collection Systems used by Dr. Kolbig of the Meteorological Service of the German Démocratie Republic (20). Many meteorologists will already be aware of the work of Casper and Sandreczki in this
field(21).
It is perhaps worth starting by considering the fundamental principles. Consider rime icing on a basic circular
rod of radius r standing perpendicular to a wind field of V m s - 1 with a cloud water content of W1 g m - 3 . The
volume of water which sweeps past the structure in unit time will be 2r V Wl g m - 1 s - 1 . Due to aerodynamic
factors, some of the drops will be swept past the structure, thus only a proportion of the drops in the swept area
will impinge due to inertia effects and be held on the structure. The proportion collected is called the collection
effîciency E. The collection efficiency E is a function of structural size and shape, cloud drop size and wind velocity.
As the structure becomes larger in relation to the drop size more and more water drops are carried round the edge
and the collection efficiency drops. Thus the weight of ice collected per unit time is 2r V W1 E where for a given
shape

E = ï{V,D,d,f)
where V is the wind velocity
D is the diameter of the target
d is the drop size of the cloud drop
f is the air température of the cloud mass
The author (22) has derived a theoretical relationship function E for ice déposition in a circular mass on stays of
the form :
E = ae~br
where r is the radius of the external surface on which the ice is depositing and a and b are meteorologically dépendent
constants related to wind velocity and cloud drop size. E for a circular stay tends to fall off rapidly with increase
of radius. A measurement of ice déposition on a rod is thus dépendent on the simultaneous values of four meteorological variables (wind velocity, cloud water content, cloud drop size, air température), and two structural variables
(shape and size). It becomes very difficult therefore to reduce the data or to separate weather variables.
The only approaches which hâve been open are pragmatic lines of study of icing on actual structures, or
alternatively devising a standard structure - e.g. a rotating rod which enables standardized pragmatic methods of
measurement to be used to cover the geographical variations of icing risk. This second approach clearly is meteorologically superior to the first, but nevertheless the field observations are necessary to obtain relationship functions
between the observed ice load on the standard apparatus and the ice loads on actual structures.
The récent paper by Dr. Kolbig (20) demonstrated how standard apparatus can be used first of ail to set up
basic ice loading data for a territory, secondly how rules can be drafted to deal with vertical variations of icing with
height. Height is very critical in icing problems, because increase of height implies fargreat frequency of occurrence
of icing conditions. Dr. Kolbig's paper also provides a statistical basis for ice loading, which is very important, and
a process for converting 24-hour data to longer cumulative periods of icing. Finally the paper provides an engineering
relationship function and the weather variable (24-hour load on the standard rod for one particular case the 21.7 mm
diameter cable). The approach, it will be noted, does not allow the ice load on other shapes or other diameters of
cable to be evaluated, and this is the fundamental difficulty associated with any pragmatic approach which combines
several meteorological variables. Additional références are listed (23), (24), (25).
The paper by Kolbig also suggests that the ice load in East Germany should be combined with 10-year mean
récurrence wind velocity. The Russians suggest the wind stress on an ice covered wire should be set at one half of
the design wind velocity, which will reduce the wind forces/unit area by a quarter. The basis on which thèse décisions
are made however has not been made explicit, and the décisions appear pragmatic.
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Other loading hazards linked with weather

Other loading hazards include tornadoes, tidal waves, hail storms and severe dust storms. Tornadoes, of
course, cause extrême damage because of the high wind velocities involved which may reach 100 m s - 1 or more and
the extrême pressure drops which occur in the eye of the tornado. The swept paths of tornadoes are fortunately
fairly small and consequently the risks of a tornado causing damage to any particular structure are low. It is however
difficult to design houses economically to be strong enough to withstand tornadoes if they happen to be actually
struck. Tidal waves are an important hazard in low lying coastal areas in earthquake and hurricane zones. Dust
storms can cause building failures due to accumulation of dust on the roof. In areas where dust storms are common,
it is wise to design roofs so that excessive accumulations of dust are unlikely to occur. In cold climates ice loading
can be important, as we hâve explained. Hail stones, especially in upland tropical areas, can be very damaging to
roof materials.
It is very difficult to provide spécifie numerical loading data for such phenomena. However as provision of
gênerai data about relative frequency of occurrence of events likely to lead to loading disasters is particularly important for public safety, meteorological services should prépare gênerai qualitative descriptions of ail significant climatic risks for différent areas of their territories.
2.15

Other responsibilities of meteorological services as regards climatic risks

Another difficulty concerning loading risks is the short memory which populations tend to hâve concerning
earlier climatic disasters. As prosperity begins to return a year or two after a natural calamity, there is a tendency
once again for everybody to minimize the loading risks, in favour of greater short-term prosperity since building
safer structures necessarily adds to building costs. Keeping communities aware of the nature of the meteorological
hazards faced in human settlements is an important but difficult task which meteorological services should undertake because awareness leads on to the adoption of sound policies, so contributing to securing considérable saving
of life and achieving considérable réduction of damage in the event of an extrême weather situation occurring. It
is certain that any meteorological service will be extremely severely criticized by the public when disaster does
strike if the meteorological design data suggested by that service before the event are shown to be unrealistically
low or unreasonably inaccurate.
Satisfactory arrangements for alerting the public to forecasts of weather events likely to lead to widespread
building damage are also crucial to public safety, as adéquate warning enables people to take additional précautions
in good time to protect their lives and properties. Spécial stress must be laid on the accurate, rapid and effective
communication of the forecast. This is often difficult to achieve, especially in remote rural areas. Spécial dangers
exist when one hazard follows shortly after another, e.g., a hurricane followed by a tidal wave, where communications may be destroyed by the first event.
2.16

Key data needs

The key data clearly can be derived only from long-term meteorological records. Wind velocity records are
of spécial significance. Any record of less than ten years duration can hâve only limited reliability for loading studies.
Adéquate spatial coverage in networks is important as wind climates, especially in large territories, can vary considerably from area to area. Where plans exist to establish urban settlements in new areas, it is désirable to set up
meteorological networks well in advance of actual building development. Where measured records are absent, some
knowledge concerning risks can be built up by systematic studies of reports of earlier disasters in the area. If possible it is wise to search back at least a century, if appropriate records do exist.
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Conclusions on loading problems

This section has discussed in some détail current procédures and research concerning the meteorological
loading of buildings. In view of the critical importance of this subject for public safety this topic should always
be given high and urgent priority in the development of meteorological data for the building industry in any country. The use of unreliable weather data tends to lead to waste of resources in two ways. Some building designers
will tend to play for safety and overdesign against climatic risks adding substantially and unnecessarily to costs.
Others, probably the majority, will seriously underdesign which leads eventually to serious property damage and
loss of life when a reasonably predictable weather event does occur. Economy of meteorological effort is best
achieved by having the weather data linked in with the building design codes, building standards and norms so that
it basically becomes mandatory to use the data. The basic weather data are best presented in a mapped form with
guidelines on its detailed use. The statistical techniques used hâve to be reliable, and their limitations properly
explained to designers. Meteorological services should take appropriate steps to fill important gaps in their observing
networks, priority being given to large centres of population. Liaison with architects and engineers is essential in
developing meteorological loading data for the building industry.
2.18
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CHAPTER 3

A SYSTEMATIC DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR USING CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA
IN THE DESIGN OF BUILDINGS AND THEIR ADJACENT SPACES
3.1

Introduction

The basic aim in presenting meteorological data to building designers must be to increase physical understanding of the various weather processes related to building so that better physical décisions are made in design.
In the past there has been a tendency on the part of many meteorologists to attempt to meet this need by saturating
building designers with a great mass of statistical data about the screen climate of spécifie locations, little thought
being given to precisely how such data might actually be used in a systematic decision-making process to achieve
better building climatological décisions. Because the meteorological data frequently hâve not been approximately
aligned for the solution of spécifie building-design problems, the building designer has tended to ignore the data
and, as a resuit, climatic aspects of building design hâve been poorly handled, even where good basic data hâve
apparently been available.
A sound qualitative understanding of the physical factors involved when local weather interacts with buildings is probably more important for effective communication between architects (and other building designers)
and meteorological specialists than the availability of a mass of detailed quantitative climatological statistics for
standard sites. Most problems are not well soived by an excess of data inputs. Furthermore.climate is only one of
many problems faced by a building designer. It is important to try to relate the nature and form of the data supplied
to the design process itself. Buildings are normally désignée in two stages. The first stage is concerned with the
choice ofbuiltform and the allocation of accommodation — the sketch plan stage. The second stage involves detailed
architectural and engineering design. Many of the critical climatological décisions are made during the first stage.
Action to improve the climatic environment at the second stage is tactical rather than stratégie. Great importance
must be attached to persuading architects to use climatological data when making the sketch plans. CIB has stimulated
the préparation of a survey of meteorological information for architecture and building, published in 1972 (1).
3.2

Climatological data and the production of sketch plans

This chapter first attempts to provide a design methodology for using climatological data in building design
to produce a sketch plan which is climatologically appropriate. It starts with the assumption that a vacant site exists
on which it has been decided to place a building, and that an élément of choice exists as to precisely where that
building can be placed on the site. The choice of the appropriate comfort criteria is discussed in Chapter 4, where
the needs of people in both the external and the internai environment are discussed in détail. Figure 2 sets out a
systematic design process with climatic inputs and building inputs to the problem.
The properties of the site can be derived from a study of urban climatology, making allowances for local
modifications due to adjacent buildings. This is one of the necessary inputs into the rational solution of the problem.
However, building is a three-dimensional activity, and the typical climatic impacts on vertical and inclined surfaces
need to be clearly understood if one is to create a successful artefact largely consisting of such surfaces. The design
process is there fore conceived to hâve two climatic inputs given in separate boxes, Boxes 1 and 3. The urban climatologist is able to help considerably with data inputs to Box 3. It is an important task of the building climatologist
in liaison with meteorological services to provide the input data for Box 1 in forms relevant for building design.
Boxes S and 7 contain the climatic data from Boxes 1 and 3 modified to take account of the impact of adjacent
developments on the site. This is the second stage of site analysis. The description of the activities given in Boxes 2
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10 1s this choice going
to affect adjacent
sites adversely?
Yes
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Proceed
stage B

Choose again

Stage A - Preliminary location of building within site area
Figure 2 - Climatological analysis of choice of built form in relation to simultaneous positive climatic use of external spaces

and 4 enables the designer to prépare two statements on environmental performance requirements, one covering
the needs of the range of internai activities (Box 6), the other the needs of the range of external activities (Box 8).
With thèse four design inputs the designer then has to attempt to sélect the best part of the site to use which balances
the various interactions implied in Boxes 5 to 8 with ail the other demands (Box 9). For example, if the proposed
building itself takes ail the sunlight from the external spaces, thèse spaces themselves may become unacceptable
for the proposed external activities. At this stage certain cross checks on the environmental impacts on adjacent
sites also are necessary (Box 10). The analysis given in Figure 2, Stage A, thus enables the designer to take climate
into account in choosing the best building location within the site.
3.3

Choice of built form

The next stage is for the designer to choose a three-dimensional shape of appropriate floor area which meets
the requirements. A form must be chosen for the building and décisions must be made about its shape and height
and about which way the various façades might face. The systematic design procédures for taking account of climatic
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factors in deciding built form are suggested in Figure 2, Stage B. The two basic data inputs to the problem are given
in Boxes 11 and 12. Thèse data are virtually identical with the data inputs in Boxes 5 and 6 already used in Stage A.
Given the stated impacts of various éléments on particular façades at différent heights, the designer needs first to
hâve an awareness of the broad conséquences of erecting a room to face a particular direction at that site. He needs
to hâve, either held in his mind or set down on paper, a list of basic climatic properties of rooms facing différent
orientations at différent times of the year (Box 13). He has then to compare the climate needed in ternally, which is
given in Box 12, with the climate he expects the building will provide if he makes certain basic form décisions interlinked with aspect. Thus a hypothesis concerning form is formulated which uses data drawn from Boxes 12 and 13
to match climate with needs. The required accommodation can then be allocated within the chosen space to respect
the needs, again using data from Boxes 12 and 13. A check can then be made to see if the needs of activities located
in différent parts of the preliminary design are correctly matched to the preliminary prédictions of internai climate.
If the answer is unsatisfactory, a new design has to be chosen. If most rooms appear unlikely to offer the possibility
of achieving satisfactory climatic properties, then clearly the chosen form is inappropriate. If the design is merely
unsatisfactory in détail, reshuffling of spécifie accommodation within the proposed form may provide a more acceptable solution. At this stage the designer is not seeking a final solution, but attempting merely to achieve a broad
match between possibilités and needs which can be further refined as detailed design proceeds.
3.4

Importance of vertical surface data

Meteorologists will note the importance attached to vertical surface data in this climatological analysis. The
design task is dominated by considérations of room conditions in relation to detailed choice of aspect and prospect.
The compilation of suitable vertical surface-data sheets is critical for sensible décision making, and a task which
meteorologists can usefully undertake. Chapter 5 provides some data on this topic for various facets of building.
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Analysing the impact of the proposed built form on the climate of the site

The third stage in the systematic climatological design process proposed is to check the impact of the proposed building on the site. This is set out as Stage C in Figure 2. This checking process involves a systematic analysis
of the extemal climate after modification by the proposed built form in relation to the proposed external activities.
Boxes 18 and 19 carry forward the information already compiled for the detailed climate of the unobstructed site
and the proposed choice of building form. The next stage (Box 20) is to analyse the probable climate of différent
parts of the site after érection of the proposed building and also to analyse the impact of the proposed building on
the microclimates of adjacent sites (Box 21). If this impact on adjacent sites is unsatisfactory the designer should
return to an early stage and start redesigning. Once it is accepted that the environmental impacts of the proposed
building on adjacent sites are satisfactory, spécifie outdoor activities can be allocated to spécifie external spaces
(Box 23) using both the input data in Box 20 describing the site and the data already compiled about the climatic
needs of the various external activities in Box 22 which are basically data carried forward from Box 8. A comparison
can thenbe made between climatic needs and predicted performance (Box 24). If the outeome is judged satisfactory,
the building designer can proceed to detailed design with the knowledge that ail the main stratégie climatic objectives
hâve been met in the proposed sketch design, both externally and internally. The design then needs detailed development. The greatest overall economy is undoubtedly achieved if the climatological analysis forms an essential part
of the basic design process. If the comparison in Box 24 is unsatisfactory, a décision has first to be made whether
minor modifications such as screening can change the external microclimate sufficiently to make the proposed
solution acceptable (Box 25). Otherwise the designer has to consider whether relocation of the external activities
(Box 26) will solve the diffîculties. If he décides this will be so, he must then recycle Box 23. If he décides this
step will not provide a satisfactory solution, he must then ask himself whether the building has been put on the
wrong part of the site (Box 27). If it is on the wrong part of the site he must revert to Stage A, Box 9, and relocate
the building, otherwise he can try an alternative shape of building by reverting to Stage B, Box 14. It is not of course
possible to find perfect solutions to such complex problems, and a considérable degree of compromise is always
necessary. A methodology can help ensure the issues are lookedat in a balanced way, but excessive over-refinement
of data is not justified, at this stage, because so many éléments hâve to be considered simultaneously in sketch
designs.

3.6

Systematic climatological analysis in the detailed design of buildings, especially in the design of the sheath

The next stage of design involves deciding on the précise nature of the enclosing membranes or building
sheath (2). The design process with the associated climatological inputs is illustrated in Figure 3. The properties
of this enclosing sheath hâve a strong influence on the internai environment. Décisions about glazing are especially
critical and must be considered at this stage together with the design of any control equipment needed to regulate
thermal heat gains through the Windows. The design of the natural ventilation System also has to be considered.
Given the chosen built form (Box 1) and the detailed climatological data relevant to the différent surfaces (Box 2),
and taking account of codes, standards and norms (Box 6) and the detailed internai performance requirements
(Box 4) already analysed in Figure 2, Stage A, the building sheath design can be optimized to give the best all-theyear-round performance, with spécial considération being taken of the energy implications of the décisions being
made. Again it is the vertical surface microclimatic impacts which are so important. The next stage involves the
detailed choice and spécification of the enclosing materials.
Some of the environmental performance limitations on materials are often known from local expérience
(Box 7), performance varying with relative exposure. There are usually a number of factors which hâve to be
considered, some of which may be codified into standards, légal norms, régulations, etc. (Box 8). Climatic factors
limiting the environmental performance of différent materials need to be tabulated (Box 9) and by analysing the
probable extrême microclimates of the sheath, particularly the external surfaces (Box 10), a check can be made
to see if the materials chosen will be capable of standing up to the predicted exposure (Box 11); if not, alternative
materials hâve to be selected. Design of the basic fabric can then be completed.
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Energy consumption analysis, of course, is closely linked with the choice of the materials which make up
the sheath. Thèse may offer both more or less thermal insulation and be more or less transparent to short-wave
radiation. The fabric behind the sheath has also to be considered. It plays an especially important rôle in the thermal
performance of buildings under conditions of variable heat flow, and the relationship between the thermal capacity
and the insulation is critical to the performance of naturally ventilated buildings in hot weather. The key energy
décisions tend to be linked with window design, so particular importance is attached to the vertical climatological
data used for systematic window design. Data on the direct and diffuse short-wave irradiance on vertical surfaces
are especially important, preferably associated with diurnal variations in air température.
3.7

Systematic climatological planning for économie and safe construction

The final stage of the systematic process for climatological analysis is to assess the probable impact of climate
on the construction process itself. This final stage is also included in Figure 3. Extrême température, high winds, rain
and snow are the main factors which influence the rate of building progress. The state of the ground is particularly
important for earthworks and foundations. Using climatological data one can attempt to predict the probable range
of climatic conditions likely to be encountered on the site at différent phases of the construction process (Box 12).
Then if one has knowledge about the probable weather sensitivity of différent building opérations, an attempt can
be made to estimate the probable level of interruptions (Box 13). One can then plan the pattern of work to take
account of the impacts of the range of probable patterns of weather predicted by climatological methods at différent
seasons (Box 14). The final stage is to plan to make effective use of site weather forecasts. It is particularly important for construction safety to hâve adéquate warning of weather extrêmes. The best way of providing day-to-day
forecasts, or forecasts of spécial hazards, has to be worked out jointly between the meteorological service (Box 15)
and the contractor who is responsible for day-to-day planning (Box 16). The level of sophistication required will
dépend on the complexity of the contract and the précise climaticrisksaffecting différent phases of the construction.
3.8

Systematic climatological analysis of waste disposai from buildings with spécial emphasis on meteorologically
influenced wastes

Buildings also hâve to be designed to dispose safely any wastes into suitable Systems designed to receive
them. The systematics of waste processes are illustrated in Figure 4. The various inputs to buildings which produce
eventual waste disposai problems are listed at the top. The inputs are classified into :
(a) Hydrological inputs, rain and snow falling on the site ;
(b) External water supplies ;
(c) Dust storms ;
(d) Lightning;
(e) Fuels and air for combustion ;
(f) Air for ventilation (contaminated to a greater or lesser degree) ;
(g) Other waste-generating inputs likely to pass either to solid waste-disposal System or to the liquid-waste
disposai System.
3.8.1 Hydrological inputs
Standard horizontal surface data for the hydrological inputs are inadéquate for handling detailed problems of
rain impaction on buildings. Once again there is a need for climatological descriptions of the vertical and inclined
surface microclimate impacts. Drainage design has to cover roof drainage, façade drainage and gênerai site drainage,
and ail water has to be removed safely to the environment or to the urban drainage Systems. The disposai of liquid
wastes is described on the left hand side of Figure 4. Snow, of course, arrives in a solid state and there fore enters the
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System on the solid disposai side. Snow has been discussed in détail from a loading point of view in Chapter 2. Other
aspects of snow also need considération, such as snow drifting, storage of snow on site after clearing routes for
vehicles and so on (3). Eventually the snow turns to water, and the safe disposai of the water from melted snow is
often difficult, due to blocking of conventional gutters. Water from roofs may be used for drinking and other purposes and so provision for adéquate on-site water storage may be désirable in certain situations. However, the précise
rainfall which the roof receives is not easy to estimate.
3.8.2

Duststorms

Dust storms can produce important problems, including excessive loads on structures, as well as the serious
particle contamination of the internai and external environment. Guidance on the frequency of occurrence and
prevailing directions of dust storms can assist architectural design.
3.8.3

Lightning

Lightning represents electrical energy which cannot be stored and which needs to be safely discharged from
the building. There are enormous variations in lightning risks in différent areas of the world, and it is important,
especially for tall buildings, to hâve safe methods for conducting electricity harmlessly to the ground.
3.8.4

Atmosphericpollutants

The fuels and air after combustion produce atmospheric pollutants which are discharged from the building.
Thèse pollutants include smoke, sulphur dioxide and oxides of nitrogen. The safe discharge of pollutants is very
sensitive to micrometeorological factors associated with wind flow (4, 5). Systematic study of airflows around
buildings has demonstrated how easy it is for smoke discharges to become entrained in the vortex structure around
buildings, so the ground-level effluent concentration can build up to unsatisfactory or dangerous levels. Chimneys
need to be carefully located in relation to the local wind-flow patterns. The normal aim is to allow the chimney to
discharge into the free air stream. The direction and strength of wind affect conséquent ground-level pollution concentrations. Other factors such as low inversions and thermal looping are very important. This aspect of building
design is frequently poorly analysed, as the émissions are mainly invisible. Architects are also reluctant to use chimneys
of adéquate height, as they may affect the appearance of the building adversely. Growing public awareness of pollution damage is however forcing a more critical appraisal of potential impacts, and there may, as a resuit, be an
increased demand for suitable meteorological advice.
3.8.5

Fresh air for ventilation

Fresh air is, of course, important for ventilation as well as for combustion. The internai air becomes contaminated due to the human activities in the building, for example cigarette smoke, body odours, etc., and ventilation
design is very critical to human comfort and hygiène. The thermal and pollution properties of the incoming air are
of considérable importance in design and thèse vary with height and location within an urban area. The humidity
content of the air is also important, especially in hot humid weather. In air conditioning design the enthalpy of the
air is of interest (6). The température and humidity of the air are often cross-linked with wind direction, and one
can frequently identify the main directions of the hot winds and cold winds at différent seasons. This has some
bearing on the location of inlets and outlets for ventilation of buildings. Correct choice of opening locations helps
minimize energy losses in cold weather. Well-planned natural ventilation Systems are critical for thermal comfort in
hot climates; the diurnal rhythms of wind and typical wind directions should influence built form and layout,
especially in hot humid countries (7), (8). A balance has to be struck in design between securing maximum ventilation and controlling solar inputs.
3.8.6

Other waste-disposal Systems

Finally one cornes to the solid-waste disposai problem involving disposai of ash, paper, etc. to public cleansing
services. While, at first sight, this might not appear to be a weather-sensitive activity, there is however the point that
such transfer opérations can be very unpleasant if located on windy parts of the site. Therefore control of environ-
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mental wind is critical in the région of dustbin sites, ash stores, etc. to secure adéquate environmental hygiène and
to avoid excessive unsightliness due to wind-scattered litter.
3.9

Conclusion

The aim of this chapter has been to provide a systematic description of interactions between building design
and possible climatological data inputs and to set out this description in a séquence which respects the nature of
the design problem. The level of complexity of the data which can be profitably used is limited, especially in the
earlier stages. Data should be presented in such a way that they increase the designer's understanding of the problems he is facing climatologically in the process of meeting ail the other needs of building design.
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CHAPTER 4

THE ASSESSMENT OF COMFORT CONDITIONS INDOORS AND
OUTDOORS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THERMAL COMFORT

4.1

Introduction

The previous chapter has provided a systematic design methodology which interlinks assessments of climatic
impacts in and around buildings with the environmental needs of people. This chapter discusses techniques for assessing thermal conditions indoors and outdoors. Freedom from thermal stress is an important human need. This thermal
stress may corne from heat or cold and is particularly significant for poorer communities who cannot afford the
resources needed, especially energy, to ensure comfort. Thermal comfort may be defined as that condition of mind
which expresses satisfaction with the thermal environment. A basic aim in the design of human settlements should
be to promote thermal comfort using minimum necessary inputs of non-meteorological energy.

4.2

Classification of heat situations

Heat stress can cause a certain amount of human discomfort, but, if extrême, can bring about severe harm to
health and even loss of life, for example through heat stroke and frost-bite. Old people are particularly vulnérable
to cold stress leading to hypothermia. Very young children, because of their large body surface area/weight ratios,
are also more sensitive to changes in their thermal environment as compared with adults. The building designer
should attempt to achieve satisfactory thermal comfort over as large a proportion of the year as possible in the given
climate and within the resources available. In order to achieve this goal the designer needs to be able to assess the
causes of thermal stress in différent climates and hence design his buildings better so as to reduce that climatic stress
and to provide comfort over a greater period.
Three thermal problems will be considered briefly :
(a) Assessment of comfort zones for différent activities ;
(b) Assessment of thermal stress due to extrêmes of hot weather ;
(c) Assessment of pedestrian thermal stress in the open air in the présence of wind.
Four main physical factors constitute the external thermal environment :
(a) Air température ;
(b) Mean radiant température ;
(c) Air velocity relative to the human body motion ;
(d) Vapour pressure of the ambient air.
The humidity content of the air of course can be stated in several ways, including température and the
associated relative humidity, dry- and wet-bulb air températures, dew point and absolute humidity. (For a mixture of
water vapour and dry air, absolute humidity is the ratio of the mass of vapour to the volume occupied by the
mixture.) As the différence between the vapour pressure of the air and the vapour pressure of sweat at skin température is the critical factor influencing the rate of moisture evaporation, vapour pressure is the preferred input data.
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In addition to the physical environmental factors listed above, both human thermal comfort and stress are
influenced by:
(a) Activity level which détermines the internai heat production in the human body ;
(b) The thermal résistance of the clothing worn.
In sedentary activity a human being produces about 58W/m2 of body surface area. As activity increases, so
the body heat output increases.
The purpose of the human thermo-regulatory system is to maintain a reasonably constant body température ;
the heat produced by the body must be balanced by the heat lost to the environment. The sensible heat loss can be
altered by variations in thecutaneous blood flow.and hence in skin température. The latent heat loss can be increased
by increased sweat sécrétion, and finally the internai heat production can be increased by shivering or muscular tension.

4.3

Thermal comfort

A very large number of studies hâve been carried out on thermal comfort. A survey of building aspects was
compiled by CIB Commission W45 (human requirements) in a Symposium on Thermal Comfort and Moderate Heat
Stress held at the U.K. Building Research Station, September 1972 (1). In this review of the comfort problem we
will particularly follow the approaches put forward by Fanger (2) and (3). Maintenance of the heat balance is far
from being a sufficient condition for thermal comfort. Fanger (3) has found there is an appropriate mean skin
température fs °C and an appropriate rate of latent heat transfer by evaporation of sweat E^ W/m2 for each type
of activity to achieve comfort given by the following expressions:
r s = 35.7 - 0.0276M °C
Esw= 0.42 (M-58) W/m2
where M is the metabolic heat per unit body surface area in W/m2. For sedentary activity M = 58W/m2, people
prefer a skin température of 34°C, and no sweat sécrétion at ail. As M increases above the sedentary level, people
prefer to lose some 42 percent of the additional energy by evaporation. The basic sedentary heat output is often used
as a référence level known as one met, and the actual output M for a given activity can be referred to this as a ratio.
Values for the heat production of the human body in mets during différent typical activities are given in Table IV.
The thermal résistance affected by clothing may also be expressed in relative units — a typical European/U.S.
business suit is used as a référence base defined as the clo (A thermal résistance of 1 clo =0.155 m 2 °C/W). The
thermal résistance of différent clothing ensembles is given in Table V.
Fanger and his collaborators hâve found no significant différence in the comfort reactions of people from
any part of the world provided correct account is taken of the clothing adjustments that are made to suit différent
climates. It should be remembered that hère we are talking about human comfort, and not extrêmes of thermal
stress. Once thèse basic scientific facts are established, by applying the heat transfer theory to predict, in the présence
of the insulating effects of clothing, sensible heat transfer by convection and radiation, and latent heat transfer by
evaporation, a detailed thermal balance comfort équation for humans can be set up. Using such a comprehensive
équation, Fanger (3) has produced 28 thermal comfort diagrams for practical use, each covering différent clothing
résistances and différent activity ratios. Therefore, knowing the standard of clothing typically adopted in any région
at a given season and the work rate appropriate for the activity, the appropriate chart can be selected and the optimal
thermal environment for that activity determined. As there are four physical variables, one chart can represent only
three factors. Figure 5 shows Fanger's comfort lines plotted onto a standard heating and ventilation engineer's
psychrometric chart. Four rates of air movement are included for each of the two selected metabolic heat outputs.
The clothing level has been set at 0.5 clo which is représentative of clothing typically worn in hot weather.
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TABLE IV
Heat production in the body during différent typical activities

met

Activity

0.8

Sleeping
Sitting

1.0

Typing

1.2

Standing

1.4

Ordinary standing work in shop, laboratory, kitchen

1.6-2

Slow walking (3 km/hr)

2

Normal walking (5 km/hr)

2.6

Fast walking (7 km/hr)

4

Ordinary carpentering and bricklaying work

3

Running (10 km/hr)

8

Source: Fanger (2)

TABLE V
Thermal résistance of différent clothing ensembles

Clothing

clo

Naked

0

Bikini

0.05

Shorts

0.1

Ordinary tropical clothing: shorts, open shirt with short sleeves, light underwear

0.3

Light summer clothing: long light-weight trousers, open shirt with short sleeves, light underwear

0.5

Light tropical suit

0.8

Typical business suit

1

Traditional heavy northern European suit with waistcoat, long underwear, and singlet with
long sleeves
Polar clothing

Source: Fanger (2)

1.5
3.4

